Luxurious Bath and Shower
Liquids to pamper your guests
and reduce your costs.

AVIVA

AZAYA

WindRiver SPA Products are thick

iQON

WindRiver Dispenser Amenities
are available in bulk sizes
to suit every property.

WindRiver SPA Dispenser Amenities will enhance your
guest’s experience while it reduces your costs.
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and female guests. Specially formulated
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liquids that appeal to both male
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and rich, freshly scented natural

The WindRiver SPA collection embodies
six wonderfully luxurious liquids which
are sure to pamper your guests.

WindRiver SPA Products are formulated using the finest
natural ingredients to ensure the ultimate satisfaction of your
guests. WindRiver SPA liquids are rich, luxurious and lightly
fragranced that will appeal to your most discriminating guests.

morning dew

SHAMPOO
morning dew

CONDITIONER

WindRiver is environmentally-friendly as all liquids
are biodegradable.

There’s a bulk size perfect for your property.

tropical blossom

HAND SOAP

All WindRiver SPA Products are available in five sizes of bulk containers.
One will suit your operation precisely to create an easy, efficient
and cost-effective system.

rainforest breeze

FREE with the purchase of WindRiver liquids, customized

CONDITIONING
SHAMPOO

designer amenity labels for your AVIVA™, iQON™ and
AZAYA™ Dispensers!

Savings

morning dew

BODY WASH
jasmine and lilac

HAND & BODY
LOTION

Change your thinking
from little bottles to BULK.
It's a win-win for you
and your guests.

Bulk WindRiver Dispenser Amenities will deliver
significant cost savings, compared to individual-use
packages. We will gladly do a Savings Analysis
for your property.
And with these liquids in your
Dispenser you pay only for what
your guests use... not for what is
thrown away (or taken away).

Enjoy the
experience yourself.
We will be pleased to send you
a sample of WindRiver SPA
Products so you can experience
the superiority first-hand.

For more information on Dispenser Amenities, please call or fax, e-mail or visit our web site.

Europe Office
London, U.K.
Tel: +44 20 3732 5220
Asia Office
Tel: 1-800-639-4756 / 1-519-685-1500 Taipei, Taiwan
Fax: 1-800-639-4759 / 1-519-668-4054 Tel: +886 963 677 915
Head Office
Dispenser Amenities Inc.
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